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There are many extensions of the current standard model gauge group, that predict an
electrically neutral, heavy partner of the Zº Boson. Currently we can describe the
known standard model using group theory as such:

Several (Grand Unified Theories) allow this scheme to be extended however,
the simplist of which is called the SSM (Sequential Standard Model), which invokes a
Z' with the same couplings as the current Zº, unfortunately this model is not
satisfactory as the Z' would not be gauge invariant.

A viable working extension of the standard model called the LRM (Left-Right
Symmetric Model), where the Z' is gauge invariant, can come from the decomposition
of the GUT, SO(10) where;
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Z' Property Probing Methods

BF
BFAFB

If the Z' is found, then it will be
desirable to probe its properties. There
are numerous ways of doing this at the
LHC. To distinguish the particle as the
Z' and not say, the Graviton, one can
look at the Angular Distribution of
events (Left)*! which heavily relies on
spin . The Z' from theory should have
spin-1, where as the Graviton is spin-2,
therefore their distributions should differ
considerably. Measuring the Forward-
Back Asymmetry Angle will also be
important in determining the Z'
couplings to exotics and fermions
(Right)*!. Note that this would show up
as an asymmetry about the cos( *) = 0
line on the left plot.

(where F is the no. events
found in the forward part of the
detector cos( *) > 0, and B,
the backward cos( *) < 0. )

Triggers

The ATLAS Detector

At full luminosity, one can only write 1 in every 5x10 events to disk, therefore we require a way of filtering events at run time, so
we only record the interesting physics. Some examples of Triggers for a :; 3'2-<8 2-' >?@ABC?D. >?@BC?EE. = >A@"?EF@6,,3"?>
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The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) Detector, is an all purpose, custom built detector, which weighes
over 7000 tonnes, is 44 metres long, 25 metres in diameter, and has multiple 2T magnets to curve the
tracks of high energy charged particles. As the Z' search I am conducting is in the di-lepton channel,
namely to two electrons, I will be concentrating on the ECAL, which uses Lead to cause showering via
bremstraalung, and pair production, with Liquid Argon (LAr) to sense, and enable the energy of the initial
electrons to be calculated. The inner detector will also be important for track matching and vertex finding.
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Signal Backgrounds
The dominant background for a Z'
search will be the Drell-Yan
background proceeding via Zº or a
high energy photon. This process
eventually becomes irreducible,
and will therefore have to be
understood in a search beyond the
standard model. QCD and di-jet
interference, also contributes to the
signal background, but can be
reduced to insignificant levels using
robust analysis techniques.

Feynman Diagrams Electron Identification and Resolution
The ATLAS Detectors ability to measure the properties of
electrons is limited by intrinsic energy resolution. The
energy resolution of the ATLAS detector goes as:

Where; E is the energy of the electron, (E) is the deviation
between actual and measured energy of the electron, and the
addition is in quadrature. Note that a lower % means a better
resolution, and that at very high energies, such as those
present in a search for the Z', the resolution should approach a
constant of 0.7%.

Above is a plot of expected energy resolution
compared with that using Z' monte carlo data. The advantage
of a search over a search, is that while the
energy of a muon is estimated from track curvature (which
at increasingly high energy becomes harder to do), for an
electron whose energy is determined from showering in the
ECAL, the resolution tends to a constant, meaning that a
search for increasingly high Z' masses is possible.
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Electron Reconstruction & Analysis
Particles other than the Z', such as the known Z boson, and the theoretical Graviton, can also decay through the e e channel, it
is therefore vital that we understand the differences in each signal, so we can distinguish a Z' particle. Below are plots
constructing the two highest Pt electrons per event for the Z, Z', and Graviton.

Limits with Current, Early & Future Data
The best current limits for the channel come from CDF,
pushing the minimum mass for the Z' up to around 1TeV *" *# * .

At the LHC, it is expected a Z' search up to an invariant mass of
6 TeV will be possible, with most probing methods of use after a
discovery being limited to a Z' mass of up to 3 TeV.

References:   *! I. Golutvin et al.Search for TeV-Scale bosons, Czech. J. Phys., 54:A261-A268,2004.   *" The CDF Collaboration. High Mass Dielectron Resonances CDF/PUB/EXOTIC/PUBLIC/9160, 2008/09.   *# The ATLAS Collaboration. Dilepton Resonances at High Mass. CERN-OPEN-2008-020, September 2008.   * ee

Cuts Applied:

Electron Pt > 15 GeV
Electron Eta < 2.47
IsEM Cut = Loose
Track Matched
Electron Pair +/-

(Invariant Mass) (Pt Spectrum) (Eta Spectrum)
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Limit Setting

Many extensions to the Standard Model (SM) predict extra U(1) symmetries.  
Currently the SM gauge symmetries can be described using group theory as such:

SU(3)⨉SU(2)⨉U(1) SU(3) ⇒ Strong Force (8 Gluons)
SU(2) ⇒ Weak Force (W±,Z0), U(1) ⇒ E/M Force (γ)

Several Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) allow this scheme to be extended, such as 
the Sequential Standard Model (SSM) where the Zʹ has the same couplings as the Z.

SU(3)⨉SU(2)⨉U(1)⨉U(1)ʹ U(1)ʹ ⇒ Extra Symmetry (Zʹ)

Interaction Strong E/M Weak Gravity
Coupling 1 1x10-2 1x10-6 1x10-39

One of the questions in Physics today is, why is Gravity so weak? (Hierarchy Problem).

Many possibilities: Higgs Mechanism, Super Symmetry, Extra Dimensions, and so on!

Zʹ G*Theory

A more theoretically motivated model involves the decomposition of the E6 GUT:

E6 ➝ SO(10)⨉U(1)Ψ
    ➝ SU(5)⨉U(1)χ⨉U(1)Ψ

Zʹ(θ) = Zʹχ cosθ + ZʹΨ sinθ
where the mixing angle θ 

determines the coupling to fermions.

This leads to six different possible models with specific Zʹ states named:
ZʹΨ  ZʹN  Zʹη  ZʹI  ZʹS  Zʹχ 

Electron Cut Flow

e/γ Good Runs List (GRL)
Primary Vertex (>2 Tracks)

Trigger (e20_medium)
Reconstruction Algorithm

|η| < 2.47
ET > 25 GeV

Object Quality
isEM Identification

B-Layer requirement
Isolation < 7 GeV

Mee ≥ 70 GeV

Muon Cut Flow
Muon CP GRL

Trigger (mu22 or mu40)
PV > 2 Tracks, |zPV|>200mm

2 combined MuID muons
pT > 25 GeV

Pixel, SCT, and TRT req

≥3 hits in all MS layers
d0<0.2mm, z0<1.0mm

∑PT(cone30)/PT < 0.05
 Opposite Sign Muons

Highest ∑PT Pair

To select candidate events from data, each channel performs a cut flow analysis requiring at least 2 e / μ to pass.
The main backgrounds to a Zʹ/G* search come from: Drell-Yan,  tt ̄,  W+Jets,  Di-Bosons, and QCD.

The SM background contributions are estimated using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, except for QCD which 
uses a data-driven method: reverse ID sample for electrons, and a non-isolated sample for muons [1] [2].

Any excess in data is quantified using a log-
likelihood-ratio test. In this dataset the greatest 
excesses gave p-values of 54% and 24% for the 

e⁺e⁻ and μ⁺μ⁻ channel respectively.

In the absence of any signal, limits are set on the 
σB of the process at 95% CL, using the Bayesian 

Analysis Toolkit (BAT) [3].

BAT is based on template shape fitting, and is 
essentially a Poisson counting experiment in 

many bins, constructing the likelihood as follows:

RS GravitonRS GravitonRS GravitonRS Graviton

Coupling
[k/MPl]

0.01 0.03 0.05 0.10

Mass Limit 
[TeV]

0.70 1.03 1.33 1.63

ZʹSSM | ZʹE6ZʹSSM | ZʹE6ZʹSSM | ZʹE6ZʹSSM | ZʹE6ZʹSSM | ZʹE6ZʹSSM | ZʹE6ZʹSSM | ZʹE6

Model
Zʹ
SSM

Zʹ
(Ψ)

Zʹ
(N)

Zʹ
(η)

Zʹ
(I)

Zʹ
(S)

Zʹ
(χ)

Mass 
Limit 
[TeV]

1.83 1.50 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.60 1.64

Combination of channels is achieved by taking 
the product of poisson probabilities per bin. 

Nuisance parameters are then integrated out 
using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).

[1] The ATLAS Collaboration, Search for dilepton resonances in pp collisions at √s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector, arXiv:1108.1582v1 (Accepted by PRL). [4] D. London and J. L. Rosner, Phys. Rev. D34, 1530 (1986).

[2] The ATLAS Collaboration, Search for high-mass dilepton resonances in pp collisions at √s = 7 TeV (Support Note), ATL-COM-PHYS-2011-770. [5] L. Randall and R. Sundrum, Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 3370 (1999).

[3] Limit Setting and Signal Extraction Procedures in the Search for Narrow Resonances Decaying into Leptons at ATLAS, ATL-COM-PHYS-2011-085. [6] P. Langacker, Rev. Mod. Phys. 81, 1199 (2009).
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function in terms of the common variable of interest, namely the cross section of a potential Z � signal.
This is done by the simple substitution of the Z � normalization parameter (NZ�) and expressing it in terms
of Z� cross section times branching ratio (σZ�B) : NZ� = (σZ�B)AZ�L as shown in equation 6.

L(data|σB, θi) =
Nchannel�

l=1

Nbin�

k=1

µnlklk e
−µlk

nlk!

Nsys�

i=1
G(θi, 0, 1) , where µk =

�

j
(σB) jAl jLlTl jk(1 + θi�l jik) (6)

Sources of systematic uncertainties are treated in the same way as in the single channel analysis but can
be correlated across channel as well as across processes.

4.3 Bayesian Limit

Employing Bayesian statistics we use equation 6 and treat G(θi, 0, 1) as nuisance parameters θi with
Gaussian priors to incorporate the effects of systematic uncertainty. The dependence of the likelihood
function is reduced to one parameter of interest, the signal cross section, by a marginalization technique.
For this analysis we use the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit [2].

L�(data|σB) =
�
L(σB, θ1, ..., θN)dθ1, ..., dθN (7)

The reduced likelihood function is converted into a posterior probability density using Bayes’ the-
orem, assuming a uniform positive prior in (σB), i.e. π(σB) = 1. The maximum of the posterior
probability density P(σB|data) corresponds to the most likely signal content given the data. The 95%
Bayesian upper limit (σB)95 is obtained by integrating the posterior probability density:

0.95 =

� (σB)95
0 L�(σB)π(σB)d(σB)
� ∞
0 L�(σB)π(σB)d(σB)

. (8)

The cross section limits are converted into mass limits using the theoretical (σB) dependence on the
resonance mass.

A simple cross check of the combination procedure has been performed. We combine the 95 % C.L.
limits obtained for each individual channel computing the product of the posterior probability densitities
of each channel. The result obtained this way is compared to the 95 % C.L limit obtained using the
multi-channel likelihood of 6. The results agree to better than 1.7% as shown in figure 1. The very small
difference can be attributed to correlated sources of systematic uncertainties that are ignored in the first
approach but treated in the 2nd.

4.4 Mass Dependent Systematic Uncertainty

Mass-dependent systematic uncertainties are incorporated as nuisance parameters in the likelihood func-
tion as shown in equation 6. The relevant systematic uncertainties are reconstruction efficiency, QCD and
EW K-factors, PDF uncertainty, lepton resolution smearing and uncertainties in the QCD background
estimation. These uncertainties are correlated across all bins in the search region of m�� > 110 GeV,
and correlations between signal and background are taken into account. We assume that the systematic
uncertainty on the template shapes grow linearly from the Z boson pole to a specified value at a reference
mass of 1.5 TeV and is summarized in Table 1.
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L�(data|σB) =
�
L(σB, θ1, ..., θN)dθ1, ..., dθN (7)

The reduced likelihood function is converted into a posterior probability density using Bayes’ the-
orem, assuming a uniform positive prior in (σB), i.e. π(σB) = 1. The maximum of the posterior
probability density P(σB|data) corresponds to the most likely signal content given the data. The 95%
Bayesian upper limit (σB)95 is obtained by integrating the posterior probability density:

0.95 =

� (σB)95
0 L�(σB)π(σB)d(σB)
� ∞
0 L�(σB)π(σB)d(σB)

. (8)

The cross section limits are converted into mass limits using the theoretical (σB) dependence on the
resonance mass.

A simple cross check of the combination procedure has been performed. We combine the 95 % C.L.
limits obtained for each individual channel computing the product of the posterior probability densitities
of each channel. The result obtained this way is compared to the 95 % C.L limit obtained using the
multi-channel likelihood of 6. The results agree to better than 1.7% as shown in figure 1. The very small
difference can be attributed to correlated sources of systematic uncertainties that are ignored in the first
approach but treated in the 2nd.

4.4 Mass Dependent Systematic Uncertainty

Mass-dependent systematic uncertainties are incorporated as nuisance parameters in the likelihood func-
tion as shown in equation 6. The relevant systematic uncertainties are reconstruction efficiency, QCD and
EW K-factors, PDF uncertainty, lepton resolution smearing and uncertainties in the QCD background
estimation. These uncertainties are correlated across all bins in the search region of m�� > 110 GeV,
and correlations between signal and background are taken into account. We assume that the systematic
uncertainty on the template shapes grow linearly from the Z boson pole to a specified value at a reference
mass of 1.5 TeV and is summarized in Table 1.
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function in terms of the common variable of interest, namely the cross section of a potential Z � signal.
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µnlklk e
−µlk
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�
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(σB) jAl jLlTl jk(1 + θi�l jik) (6)
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Gaussian priors to incorporate the effects of systematic uncertainty. The dependence of the likelihood
function is reduced to one parameter of interest, the signal cross section, by a marginalization technique.
For this analysis we use the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit [2].
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The reduced likelihood function is converted into a posterior probability density using Bayes’ the-
orem, assuming a uniform positive prior in (σB), i.e. π(σB) = 1. The maximum of the posterior
probability density P(σB|data) corresponds to the most likely signal content given the data. The 95%
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The cross section limits are converted into mass limits using the theoretical (σB) dependence on the
resonance mass.

A simple cross check of the combination procedure has been performed. We combine the 95 % C.L.
limits obtained for each individual channel computing the product of the posterior probability densitities
of each channel. The result obtained this way is compared to the 95 % C.L limit obtained using the
multi-channel likelihood of 6. The results agree to better than 1.7% as shown in figure 1. The very small
difference can be attributed to correlated sources of systematic uncertainties that are ignored in the first
approach but treated in the 2nd.

4.4 Mass Dependent Systematic Uncertainty

Mass-dependent systematic uncertainties are incorporated as nuisance parameters in the likelihood func-
tion as shown in equation 6. The relevant systematic uncertainties are reconstruction efficiency, QCD and
EW K-factors, PDF uncertainty, lepton resolution smearing and uncertainties in the QCD background
estimation. These uncertainties are correlated across all bins in the search region of m�� > 110 GeV,
and correlations between signal and background are taken into account. We assume that the systematic
uncertainty on the template shapes grow linearly from the Z boson pole to a specified value at a reference
mass of 1.5 TeV and is summarized in Table 1.
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FIG. 1: Dielectron (top) and dimuon (bottom) invariant
mass (m!!) distribution after final selection, compared to the
stacked sum of all expected backgrounds, with three example
Z′

SSM signals overlaid. The bin width is constant in logm!!.

within 1% of unity. The advantage of this approach is
that the uncertainty on the luminosity, and any mass
independent uncertainties on efficiencies, cancel between
the Z ′ (G∗) and the Z.
Figure 1 presents the invariant mass (m!!) distribu-

tion for the dielectron (top) and dimuon (bottom) final
states after final selection, while Table I shows the num-
ber of data events and the estimated backgrounds in bins
of reconstructed m!!. The dilepton invariant mass dis-
tributions are well described by the prediction from SM
processes. Figure 1 also displays the expected Z ′

SSM sig-
nal for three mass hypotheses.
The invariant mass distribution of the data is com-

pared to the backgrounds and signal templates with pole
masses in the 0.13-2.0 TeV range [13, 40]. A likelihood
function is defined as the product of the Poisson prob-
abilities over all mass bins in the search region. The
Poisson probability in each bin is evaluated for the ob-
served number of data events given the background and
signal template expectation. The total signal acceptance
as a function of mass is propagated into the expectation.

TABLE I: Expected and observed number of events in the
dielectron (top) and dimuon (bottom) channels for an inte-
grated luminosity of 1.08 fb−1 and 1.21 fb−1 respectively. The
first bin is used to normalize the total background to the data.
The errors quoted include both statistical and systematic un-
certainties, except the error on the total background in the
normalization region which is given by the square root of the
number of observed events. The systematic uncertainties are
correlated across bins and are discussed in the text.

me+e− [GeV] 70-110 110-200 200-400 400-800 800-3000
DY 258482 ± 410 5449 ± 180 613 ± 26 53.8 ± 3.1 2.8 ± 0.1
tt̄ 218 ± 36 253 ± 10 82 ± 3 5.4 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.0

Diboson 368 ± 19 85 ± 5 29 ± 2 3.1 ± 0.5 0.3 ± 0.1
W+jets 150 ± 100 150 ± 26 43 ± 10 4.6 ± 1.8 0.2 ± 0.4
QCD 332 ± 59 191 ± 75 36 ± 29 1.8 ± 1.4 < 0.05
Total 259550 ± 510 6128 ± 200 803 ± 40 68.8 ± 3.9 3.4 ± 0.4
Data 259550 6117 808 65 3

mµ+µ− [GeV] 70-110 110-200 200-400 400-800 800-3000
DY 236319 ± 320 5171 ± 150 483 ± 22 40.3 ± 2.5 2.0 ± 0.3
tt̄ 193 ± 21 193 ± 20 63 ± 6 4.2 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.0

Diboson 307 ± 16 69 ± 5 25 ± 2 1.7 ± 0.5 < 0.05
W+jets 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 < 0.5 < 0.05 < 0.05
QCD 1 ± 1 < 0.5 < 0.5 < 0.05 < 0.05
Total 236821 ± 487 5434 ± 150 571 ± 23 46.1 ± 2.6 2.1 ± 0.3
Data 236821 5406 557 51 5

The significance of a signal is summarized by a p-value,
the probability of observing an excess at least as signal-
like as the one observed in data, in the absence of signal.
The outcome of the search is ranked using a likelihood ra-
tio, which is scanned as a function of Z ′ cross section and
mZ′ over the full considered mass range. The data are
consistent with the SM hypothesis, with p-values of 54%
and 24% for the e+e− and µ+µ− channels respectively.

Given the absence of a signal, an upper limit on the
signal cross section is determined at the 95% confidence
level (C.L.) using a Bayesian approach [41] with a flat
prior on the signal cross section.

Mass-dependent systematic uncertainties are incor-
porated as nuisance parameters which are integrated
out [41]. They include normalization to the Z-peak,
PDF, QCD and weak K-factors, as well as trigger, re-
construction and identification efficiencies. These uncer-
tainties are correlated across all bins in the search region
and they are correlated between signal and background.

Since the total background is normalized to the data in
the region of the Z → !+!− mass peak, the residual sys-
tematic uncertainties are small at the Z pole and grow at
higher mass. The dominant uncertainties are theoretical.
The overall uncertainty due to PDF and αS variations is
estimated to be 10% at 1.5 TeV using the MSTW 2008
eigenvector PDF sets and other PDF sets corresponding
to variations of αS . The difference with respect to CTEQ
is included as an additional 3% uncertainty. The uncer-
tainty on the QCD K-factor is 3%, evaluated from vari-
ations of the renormalization and factorization scales by
factors of two around the nominal values. A systematic
uncertainty of 4.5% is attributed to EW corrections [13].
The uncertainty on the Z/γ∗ cross section is 5%, which is
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within 1% of unity. The advantage of this approach is
that the uncertainty on the luminosity, and any mass
independent uncertainties on efficiencies, cancel between
the Z ′ (G∗) and the Z.
Figure 1 presents the invariant mass (m!!) distribu-

tion for the dielectron (top) and dimuon (bottom) final
states after final selection, while Table I shows the num-
ber of data events and the estimated backgrounds in bins
of reconstructed m!!. The dilepton invariant mass dis-
tributions are well described by the prediction from SM
processes. Figure 1 also displays the expected Z ′

SSM sig-
nal for three mass hypotheses.
The invariant mass distribution of the data is com-

pared to the backgrounds and signal templates with pole
masses in the 0.13-2.0 TeV range [13, 40]. A likelihood
function is defined as the product of the Poisson prob-
abilities over all mass bins in the search region. The
Poisson probability in each bin is evaluated for the ob-
served number of data events given the background and
signal template expectation. The total signal acceptance
as a function of mass is propagated into the expectation.

TABLE I: Expected and observed number of events in the
dielectron (top) and dimuon (bottom) channels for an inte-
grated luminosity of 1.08 fb−1 and 1.21 fb−1 respectively. The
first bin is used to normalize the total background to the data.
The errors quoted include both statistical and systematic un-
certainties, except the error on the total background in the
normalization region which is given by the square root of the
number of observed events. The systematic uncertainties are
correlated across bins and are discussed in the text.

me+e− [GeV] 70-110 110-200 200-400 400-800 800-3000
DY 258482 ± 410 5449 ± 180 613 ± 26 53.8 ± 3.1 2.8 ± 0.1
tt̄ 218 ± 36 253 ± 10 82 ± 3 5.4 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.0

Diboson 368 ± 19 85 ± 5 29 ± 2 3.1 ± 0.5 0.3 ± 0.1
W+jets 150 ± 100 150 ± 26 43 ± 10 4.6 ± 1.8 0.2 ± 0.4
QCD 332 ± 59 191 ± 75 36 ± 29 1.8 ± 1.4 < 0.05
Total 259550 ± 510 6128 ± 200 803 ± 40 68.8 ± 3.9 3.4 ± 0.4
Data 259550 6117 808 65 3

mµ+µ− [GeV] 70-110 110-200 200-400 400-800 800-3000
DY 236319 ± 320 5171 ± 150 483 ± 22 40.3 ± 2.5 2.0 ± 0.3
tt̄ 193 ± 21 193 ± 20 63 ± 6 4.2 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.0

Diboson 307 ± 16 69 ± 5 25 ± 2 1.7 ± 0.5 < 0.05
W+jets 1 ± 1 1 ± 1 < 0.5 < 0.05 < 0.05
QCD 1 ± 1 < 0.5 < 0.5 < 0.05 < 0.05
Total 236821 ± 487 5434 ± 150 571 ± 23 46.1 ± 2.6 2.1 ± 0.3
Data 236821 5406 557 51 5

The significance of a signal is summarized by a p-value,
the probability of observing an excess at least as signal-
like as the one observed in data, in the absence of signal.
The outcome of the search is ranked using a likelihood ra-
tio, which is scanned as a function of Z ′ cross section and
mZ′ over the full considered mass range. The data are
consistent with the SM hypothesis, with p-values of 54%
and 24% for the e+e− and µ+µ− channels respectively.

Given the absence of a signal, an upper limit on the
signal cross section is determined at the 95% confidence
level (C.L.) using a Bayesian approach [41] with a flat
prior on the signal cross section.

Mass-dependent systematic uncertainties are incor-
porated as nuisance parameters which are integrated
out [41]. They include normalization to the Z-peak,
PDF, QCD and weak K-factors, as well as trigger, re-
construction and identification efficiencies. These uncer-
tainties are correlated across all bins in the search region
and they are correlated between signal and background.

Since the total background is normalized to the data in
the region of the Z → !+!− mass peak, the residual sys-
tematic uncertainties are small at the Z pole and grow at
higher mass. The dominant uncertainties are theoretical.
The overall uncertainty due to PDF and αS variations is
estimated to be 10% at 1.5 TeV using the MSTW 2008
eigenvector PDF sets and other PDF sets corresponding
to variations of αS . The difference with respect to CTEQ
is included as an additional 3% uncertainty. The uncer-
tainty on the QCD K-factor is 3%, evaluated from vari-
ations of the renormalization and factorization scales by
factors of two around the nominal values. A systematic
uncertainty of 4.5% is attributed to EW corrections [13].
The uncertainty on the Z/γ∗ cross section is 5%, which is
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TABLE II: Summary of the dominant systematic uncertain-
ties on the expected signal and background yields at m!+!− =
1.5 TeV for the Z′ (G∗) analysis. NA means not applicable.
Source dielectrons dimuons

signal background signal background
Normalization 5% NA 5% NA
PDFs/αS NA 10% NA 10%
QCD K-factor NA 3% NA 3%
Weak K-factor NA 4.5% NA 4.5%
Trigger/Reconstruction negligible negligible 4.5% 4.5%
Total 5% 11% 7% 12%

applied as a systematic uncertainty on the normalization.
Experimental systematic effects due to resolution and

inefficiencies at high mass were studied. In the electron
channel, the calorimeter energy resolution is dominated
at large ET by a constant term which is 1.2% in the
barrel and 1.8% in the endcaps, with negligible uncer-
tainty. The uncertainty on the resolution in the muon
channel is due to residual misalignments and intrinsic po-
sition uncertainties in the muon spectrometer that prop-
agate to a change in the observed width of the Z ′ (G∗)
line-shape. The simulation was adjusted to reproduce
the data at high muon momentum. The residual uncer-
tainty translates into an event yield uncertainty of less
than 1.5%. The combined uncertainty on the muon trig-
ger and reconstruction efficiency is estimated to be 4.5%
at 1.5 TeV. This uncertainty is dominated by a conser-
vative estimate of the impact of large energy loss from
muon bremsstrahlung in the calorimeter on the muon re-
construction performance in the muon spectrometer. In
the electron channel, a systematic uncertainty of 1.5% at
1.5 TeV is estimated for a possible identification ineffi-
ciency caused by the isolation requirement.
The dominant systematic uncertainties are summa-

rized in Table II. Uncertainties below 3% are neglected,
and no theory uncertainties are applied to the Z ′ or G∗

signal in the limit setting procedure described below.
The limit on the number of produced Z ′ (G∗) events

is converted into a limit on cross section times branch-
ing ratio σB by scaling with the observed number of
Z boson events and the theoretical value of σB(Z →
ll). The expected exclusion limits are determined using
simulated pseudo-experiments containing only Standard
Model processes, by evaluating the 95% C.L. upper limits
for each pseudo-experiment for each fixed value of mZ′

(mG∗). The median of the distribution of limits repre-
sents the expected limit. The ensemble of limits is used
to find the 68% and 95% envelopes of the expected lim-
its as a function of mZ′ (mG∗). Figure 2 (top) shows
the combined dielectron and dimuon 95% C.L. observed
and expected exclusion limits on σB(Z ′ → ll). It also
shows the theoretical cross section times branching ra-
tio for the Z ′

SSM and for E6-motivated Z ′ models with
the lowest and highest σB. Figure 2 (bottom) shows
the corresponding limits on the RS graviton. Mass lim-
its obtained for the Z ′

SSM and G∗ (with k/MPl=0.1) are
displayed in Table III. The combined mass limits on the
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FIG. 2: Expected and observed 95% C.L. upper limits on σB
as a function of mass for Z′ (top) and G∗ (bottom) models.
Both results show the combination of the electron and muon
channels. The thickness of the Z′

SSM (top) and the G∗ for
k/MPl=0.1 (bottom) theory curves illustrate the theoretical
uncertainties.

E6-motivated models and the G∗ with various couplings
are given in Table IV.

TABLE III: Observed (Expected) 95% C.L. mass lower
limits in TeV on Z′

SSM resonance and G∗ graviton (with
k/MPl=0.1).

Model e+e− µ+µ− #+#−

Z′

SSM 1.70 (1.70) 1.61 (1.61) 1.83 (1.83)
G∗ 1.51 (1.50) 1.45 (1.44) 1.63 (1.63)

In conclusion, the ATLAS detector has been used to
search for narrow, heavy resonances in the dilepton in-
variant mass spectrum above the Z boson pole. Proton-
proton collision data with 1.08 (1.21) fb−1 in the e+e−

(µ+µ−) channel have been used. The observed invariant
mass spectra are consistent with the SM expectations.
Limits are set on the cross section times branching ra-
tio σB. The resulting mass limits are 1.83 TeV for the
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agate to a change in the observed width of the Z ′ (G∗)
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E6-motivated models and the G∗ with various couplings
are given in Table IV.

TABLE III: Observed (Expected) 95% C.L. mass lower
limits in TeV on Z′

SSM resonance and G∗ graviton (with
k/MPl=0.1).

Model e+e− µ+µ− #+#−

Z′

SSM 1.70 (1.70) 1.61 (1.61) 1.83 (1.83)
G∗ 1.51 (1.50) 1.45 (1.44) 1.63 (1.63)

In conclusion, the ATLAS detector has been used to
search for narrow, heavy resonances in the dilepton in-
variant mass spectrum above the Z boson pole. Proton-
proton collision data with 1.08 (1.21) fb−1 in the e+e−

(µ+µ−) channel have been used. The observed invariant
mass spectra are consistent with the SM expectations.
Limits are set on the cross section times branching ra-
tio σB. The resulting mass limits are 1.83 TeV for the
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5 Discovery Statistics

The significance of a potential Z � signal is summarized by a p-value, the probability of observing an
outcome of an analysis at least as signal-like as the one observed in data, assuming that a signal is
absent. The common convention is that a p-value less than 1.35×10−3 constitutes evidence for a signal
and a p-value less than 2.87×10−7 constitutes a discovery. These are one-sided integrals of the tails of a
unit Gaussian distribution beyond +3σ and +5σ, respectively.

Experimental outcomes are ranked on a one-dimensional scale using a test statistic that is used to
calculate the p-value.

5.1 Narrow Resonance Search

We test the consistency of the observed data with the standard model prediction using the template shape
fitting technique described in Section 4 and search for a Z � signal of unknown mass and unknown rate in
ATLAS dilepton data.

A natural choice for the test statistic is based on the Neyman-Pearson lemma [3] which states that
when performing a hypothesis test between two hypotheses - in our case one assuming the presence
of signal and background (S+B) and one hypothesis that assumes only SM background (B) - the log-
likelihood-ratio (LLR) LLR = −2ln L(S+B)L(B) is the best test to reject (B) in favor of (S+B).

In the Gaussian limit, the LLR corresponds to the χ2 difference for the two hypotheses under test
∆χ2 = χ2(B) − χ2(S + B).

Since the mass and the rate of a hypothetical Z � is unknown a-priori, we perform a likelihood fit for
the best-fit number of signal events (NZ�) and the best-fit mass of Z � (MZ�) present in data. This approach
accounts naturally for the ’look elsewhere effect’.

In the presence of nuisance parameters to account for systematic uncertainties of each model, the
LLR can be written more explicitly as:

LLR = −2 ln L(data|N̂Z� , M̂Z� , θ̂i)

L(data|(NZ� = 0), ˆ̂θi)
(9)

where N̂Z� , M̂Z� are the best-fit values of the Z � normalization and mass and θ̂i are the best-fit values
of the nuisance parameters which maximize L given the data, assuming a Z � signal is present. For the
background only hypothesis, ˆ̂θi are the best-fit values of the nuisance parameters which maximize L
assuming that no Z� signal is present. Figure 7 shows the marginalized posterior probability density as
a function of NZ� and MZ� for the (S+B) hypothesis fit to ATLAS data in the electron and muon channel
combined. The ‘hot‘ regions support the (S+B) hypothesis for particular values of NZ� and MZ� and
correspond to localized excesses in the dilepton spectrum. We quantify the significance of the excess
using the LLR test statistic.

The expected distribution of LLR assuming the background only (B) hypothesis is computed nu-
merically performing pseudo-experiments varying all sources of systematic uncertainty as described in
Section 4.

The p-value is then:
p = p(LLR > LLRobs|S M only) (10)

For the dimuon sample we observe a p-value of 70% as shown in Figure 8 (left). For the dielectron
sample, we observe a p-value of 68% as shown in Figure 8 (right). In conclusion, the data is consistent
with the SM hypothesis and not significant excess is observed.
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5 Discovery Statistics
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(9)
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